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School starts:  

Integrated classes : week of 2nd September 2013, at Louis Pasteur Primary School  

Wed. programme : Wednesday 11th September 2013, from 9-12 Pierre & Marie Curie

Congratulations to all our students integrating an international section and good luck 

to all our students leaving to start their college life or moving to another school!. 
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I am pleased to present you with creative writing from our young ones: what do they see, and

what do they like? I hope you enjoy reading them as much as I do when I make them express 

themselves!

Nicolette BAUDOUIN



!!!!!!!



CP

This year we have been studying animals.... We looked at the turkey for Thanksgiving, panda

and dragon for Chinese New Year, penguins, reindeer, hedgehogs, squirrels as well as the wolf

and bears in our fairy tales.

The children have thought about their favourite animal, and this is their work !

Shirley JONES

Alice Damien

Ronan Sixtine

Corentin Gabriel



Marie: my favourite animal is a dog Aude

Amélie: My favourite animal is my cat
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"This year, we have 

been studying history 

in CE1, in particular 

prehistoric man and 

the Egyptians which 

the children have 

very much enjoyed." 

“The children wrote about seasons”: 





CE2 

Wednesday

Amongst other topics, we studied poetry and the seasons. The children have written poems

entitled “The seasons”. Here is their work

Lorna THOMPSON

January snow flakes fall from the sky

February what a cold day! Time to put our scarves on

March sun is coming, birds start singing

April time for my birthday! flowers peak out of the ground

May new life arrives, joy, and green grass sprouts

June do not get sunburns, it is so hot, so put a hat on

July: it is the school holidays, yeppy, yeppy, let’s play

August time to eat crepes in our favourite holiday place

September home sweet home and start a new school year

October windy day leaves fall, colder nights

November lets light the fire and eat some hot pie

December it’s Christmas! What’s that noise on the roof? It is Santa!

(Jezabel)

January, the snow is in the scarf

February make our steps slip

March the snow is melting at our feet

April the birds are home

May the flowers are growing

June, the sun is shining

July we are at the beach

August, the corn is sleeping

September the weather is low

October is the scary month

November the snow is here

December, it is Christmas! (Jonah)

In January, it is cold and snowy

In February, it is Valentine's day

March is the beginning of Spring

April is hot, there are good days to go 

out

May is a good month

In June comes summer

In July there is no school

The same for August

September we change classes

November and October is autumn

In December, It is Christmas (Jake)

January: cold and shivery and snowy

February is cold and can be white also

March is rainy and grey

April brings the sun and flowers in the trees

May: you can take off your coat. The spring brings warm weather

June is very sunny and the days are longer 

July! Hurray, with the hot weather we are on holiday!

August is still hot and sunny

September brings autumn with its brown leaves

October: autumn is here and more cold

November is cold and rainy

December is lovely when the snow comes for Christmas! (Clement)

January, my birthday with snow

February is cold and there are vacations

March, the big run

April: Easter with presents!

May: my sister's birthday

June: lots of sun and summer

July: no school: play with your friends

August: holiday with friends

September the autumn comes and we go back to school

October leaves, brown and yellow swirling

November nights are dark and scary

December, dark and creepy, but there is Christmas! (Alexandre)



January is a new year

Wear a hat to cover your years!

February is cold, and flowers don’t grow

But it is still fun to play in the snow!

March brings spring at last

The cold weather has passed

April, Easter is here already

Yum, lots of chocolate in my tummy!

May is with the sun shining

And the days feel good because they are warming

June, it is the start of Summer

Really good weather!

July, it’s the holiday

Relaxing all day

August sees lots of heat

I run around in barefeet

September, back to school we go

It’s autumn, oh, no!

October, the leaves fall

And they are really colourful

November, the days are getting shorter

And the weather is getting colder and colder

December is here, yippee

Lots of presents under the tree (Charlotte)

January, when people are skiing

And when spinning snowflakes are falling

February, when winter is still here

And when the snow is clear

March, people are waiting

For the snow to stop falling

April, when things bloom

And when you can see the bright moon

May, when it is sunny

And in the garden you see a bunny

June, when everything is hot

And we skate on the parking lot

July, which smells of flowers

And when days go fast like hours

August, when the sun is still out

And makes all people want to shout

September, it is the fist month of school

When the weather starts to get cool

October, when leaves are about the fall

From the trees so tall

November, when we give thanks and eat turkey and pies so 

sweet

December, it is time to remember the reason

For the seasons (Ellie )

January is a New year start

February is Valentine's day

March Spring starts

April, Easter hunt

May, flowers grow

June, it's nearly the holidays

July, the beginning of the 

holiday

August, the HOLIDAYS!

September, we go back to 

school

October, It is autumn

November, leaves are brown

December, it is Christmas!

(Arthur).

January is very cold. My feet are frozen, my socks are old

In February we ski and fall. The snow is not so hot, I need to crawl

March comes in like a lion and goes out like a lamb

and Iron man comes to eat all our ham.

April smells like chicken but you can't put it in a pan

We brought it to the kitchen so eat it if you can.

May I teach you about the month of May? If you listen

you may hear me say 'Hey!!!”

June bugs drink my freckle Juice!

July bugs eat my pants

In August they all go on vacation and leave behind the ants. 

When September comes we go back to school on time. 

In October it's my birthday and it's never late! 

When October ends November is ready to push him in the past. 

December is not happy, because he is the last (Paul)

January is waking up from under ground

When we go outside it is lovely like a golden pond

February is hot because of the Sunday.

The daddy is waiting for his son

March is happy

He went to buy a puppy

April is sad:He is crying mad

May is comfortable and nice

He went to eat some rice

June is sunny

Everybody is funny

July is all lovely

Now we can be lonely

August is all cuddly

But it is still windy

September is already crying

Now he is doing a Winding

October is cold

But he can still hold

November has some stalactites

December is icy:He is all spicy (Clovis)

February, Valentines hearts and love

March, with the wind comes spring

April, flowers make a beautiful Easter

May, a lot of sun on the beach

June, birthday celebration and Summer

July, leaving school with flip-flops on

August, waves, sun and sand on the beach

September, back to school with shorter days

October, falling leaves and scary costumes

November, very windy, very cold

December, Jingle bells and snowmen (Violette)
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A Volcano Experiment by Jean Clouzet 

On Thursday afternoon our class decided to create a volcano experiment. First of all we checked that we had all 

the necessary ingredients: there were six cups of flour and two cups of salt, four tablespoons of cooking oil and 

two cups of water, food colouring, a plastic soda bottle, washing up liquid, vinegar, baking soda and a pan. We put 

the plastic bottle in the pan. We made dough with water, salt and flour and we put it around the bottle to make 

the volcano’s sides. It was a volcano but not really! Then we put a mixture of oil, food colouring and washing up 

liquid in the volcano. We added baking soda,then we saw foam coming out of the volcano: it was the lava! It was 

an exciting experiment. 

 

Volcanoes 
by Juliette Jan, 

Volcanic dust 

Olympic force is not destroyed 

Lava speeds out 

Crater deformed 

Angry volcano erupts 

Near it no more life 

Oh bad volcano 

by Hélène Albert-Lebrun,  

Vast and violent 

Orange lava ocean 

Lake of lava burning 

Cracks in the volcano 

Ash and bombs burst of the volcano 

Now what do we do? 

Oh no! The volcano is erupting! 
 

 

A Winter Story by Juliette Jan,  

 Esteban, Zia and Thao went to Barcelona in winter. Esteban climbed the Barcelona prison wall with his dagger. 

When Esteban was on top he gave a rope to Zia and Thao climbed the tower. Zia fell on Thao’s feet. Thao 

screamed, “Aaaaah!” 

 “Shush!” said Zia, “The guards!” 

 But Pichu said, “I will go and attack him.” 

 “Waoh,” said Thao, “This bird is fantastic!” and they went in the tower and there was a door. Thao put powder 

behind the door and a rope and the door exploded. Esteban and Thao went  through. Zia wanted to as well but a 

guard came and saw her. He asked her who she was. 

 “I am just a poor little girl,” she said. 

 But the boys pushed the door on the guard and, “Bye, bye!” she said. 

 

 



An Energetic Story by Wazeen Karkachi,  

One day I was in a boat in the Indian Ocean and for an unknown reason it sank. I jumped into the water only to get 

eaten by a whale that was a blue whale. I jumped up and down for two hours on a piece of wood and the whale 

got sick and vomited me.  

I escaped, just to get attacked by a shark and escape to a deserted island. I made a fishing pole with branches and 

sticks at night. I made a fire, ate and slept. Suddenly I woke up. 

 

An Energetic Story by Lily Caprioli,  

Hello! My name is Madison. I live in Teacup Residence and this residence where I live is in a huge city called St 

Taylor. I live with my mummy called Darcy, my dad called Oliver and my bossy boots big sister called Heather. Oh! 

And I almost forgot! I’ve got a story to tell you. 

Now, it all started when I was playing with a ball with my best friend, Whitney. Then she had to go back home. So 

now I was alone. So I kept on playing with the ball. Then suddenly I saw a horse, galloping in every direction and it 

even jumped over a tree! 

Meanwhile, Heather realised that I was not at home. At the same time, I caught and mounted the horse, trying to 

stop him from going crazy. The suddenly I spotted something next to the top of his tail. Something very familiar.  

What??? How on earth could it be a ladybird. Well, at least it was not a real one. Maybe it…oh no! It was a robot 

ladybird with some sort of DNA! So that was what made the horse so energetic! The only problem was that I could 

not remove the hypnotising ladybird from the horse’s tail. I froze. 

Then I had an idea. So I went to fetch a bucket of water. Then I threw the bucket of water over the horse’s tail and 

the ladybird flew away! Victory! And guess what? The horse is not crazy any more. So double victory! 

 

An Energetic Story by Julien Poudou,  

One day there was a little boy named Carlo. He loved to play football and was in the children’s area finals. When 

the day of the competition came, Carlo had the ball and was going to score when an aggressive, muscular defence 

player tackled his leg, bump, into the goal posts and Carlo cried, “Fault, fault”. He was bleeding. 

So the ambulance arrived, he went to the hospital and had an operation. It hurt him a lot so he couldn’t play 

football for one month. At the end of the month he felt very, very energetic because he hadn’t done sport for a 

whole month. He cried, “I’m back!” and everyone laughed.  

 

An Energetic Story by Hélène Albert-Lebrun,  

One day, I was born. I was very little! My name is Lilia. My mum and dad were bigger than me, I was born in the 

night. It was 19
th

 June at midnight.  

In the morning, big, boastful, burly things looked at me. I was a baby, a brown, lovely little horse. My mother said 

that the big things were humans…but they were very mean humans, mean, big, strange humans! There was one 

who was very fat and one who was very big.  

My father said to us, “Go and never come back…me I will fight with these things!” 

“No, Dad!” I cried. 

The humans killed him. I cried. 

 

Horse Riding by Eugénie Lapie,  

One day a girl called Hélène, who was as beautiful as a horse, came to ride. She came from London. She was riding 

Chocolate, my best pony. She rode perfectly. 

The next day she galloped very fast and then Debbi, my riding teacher, said to Hélène, “Slow down, Hélène!” 

But she continued. She was going faster, and she jumped over the table where we eat, and she stopped and ate all 

the sweets. 

“Hélène, come back here!” said Debbi. 

“Okay,” said Hélène. 

She jumped on Chocolate and jumped again. But when she came back…! 

 

The Dangerous Monster by Jean Clouzet,  

On a very far planet when the Drouids attacked the Jedi, the Clones and the Jedi fought back.  

“The clones are attacking!” screamed the Drouids. 

“Gather, gather!” they said. 

Jim was a very young Jedi. He was a very skilful attacker and he was in the war. 105 Clones were bleeding and 5000 

Clones were fighting. Jim called his master who was called Obeewan Kedoby.  

“Master, my Clones are upset!”  

Frustrated, the master replied, “Upset! It is impossible! I am coming!” 

Later Jim hid in a cave and then he heard a sneeze behind him… 



CM1 Wednesday



Christmas wrapping word poems :

Snowy, beautiful, glossy Beautiful, glittery, transparent Christmasy, joyous, shiny

Cold, freezing, funny Shining, light, star Jolly, snowy, enjoyable

Enjoyable, laughing, good Squashed, crunchy, wrinkled Cool, laughing brightly   

Hairy, strange, sparkly Beautiful, golden, happy

Augustin, Cédric, François Alice, Cailin, Camille, Eliza, Hattie Baptiste, Ezra, Loukas, Matheo

Because of Winn-Dixie was the last book we studied this year. Stevie labels Otis as retarded because 

he needed longer than most people to think about things. In class we listed what could be done to treat

Otis with respect. Here are some of their suggestions :

1. Be polite

2. Behave normally

3. Find a way to laugh with him and not at him

4. Don’t ask “Why did you do that ?”

5. Don’t be hurtful

6. Offer comfort

7. Protect him

8. Try to include him

9. Do to others what you would like them to do to you

10. Don’t push him to do things he can’t or doesn’t want to do

11. Don’t judge him

12. Think about it would be like to be in his place



CM1 Integrated 
 

The CM1 integrated class looked at pictures of winter and wrote similies. 

 

A Winter Wonderland 

 

Icicles as sharp as a knife or as holly. 

Snow falls like feathers or like rain.    

Trees as white as Snow White or a penguin’s tummy. 

Trees covered like a museum and as pretty as a flower. 

Ice as slippery as an ice rink or a silver fish and 

transparent as a rainbow. 

 

 
Remi Regnard 

 

The World of Winter 

 

Icicles as pointy as the end of a knife or a hedgehog’s back. 

Snow as white as a swan and as cold as the North Pole at midnight. 

Trees as dark as night or as dinosaurs. 

Ice as slippery as soap. A surface like a poisonous snake or like a playground. 

Snow crystals as vampire’s teeth or as the sky in summer. 

 

         Annik Jullien 

 

  Winter Similes 

 

Icicles as pointed as a sword and sticky like super glue.  

Snowflakes like an army of soft balls falling down. 

Trees white as fake snow spray. 

Land as dark as night. Snow as white as a snow fox. 

Frost beautiful like a rainbow, as special as Jack Frost. 

Ice slippery as an eel or a skating rink. 

 

         Cyprien Van der Gucht 



Every year the CM1 study at least three novels in class. The second novel was Mr. Popper’s 

Penguins. Here are their word poems about penguins. 

 

    Penguins                                 Penguins        Penguins 
 

          Playful – black                         Funny – slippery    Happy – active  

 Waddling – fishing – resting       Sliding – swimming – diving         Amazing – exploring - swimming 

        Swimming for food                    Dressed for a party                           Adapted to the sea 

              Swimmers                                  Sea birds                                             Huddle 
 

  Cyprien Van der Gucht                 Annik Jullien                                 Rémi Regnard           

 

The third book was the Giving Tree. In class the students talked about the importance of 

appreciation, giving and friendship.  
 

When I give something to someone I feel very generous and it makes the person happy, so that makes 

me happy too. I like giving better than receiving because it shows the person that I love him or her. It 

is also important to share feelings. In the book the tree is always giving just like parents do. The tree is 

so happy, it gives everything it has. 

Cyprien Van der Gucht 

 

It feels nice to give and receive things. If you receive a gift, you should thank the person that gave it to 

you. The tree gave a lot of things to the boy, but the boy never gave anything back. Children can’t give 

much but they can show that they appreciate what they are given. I know what children can give to 

their parents : love. (P.S. and headaches). 

Annik Jullien 

 

Recipe for a Friend 
Peel off the naughtiness. 

Beat in kindness. 

Stir in a lot of fun. 

Bake until it is perfect. 

Chop it for you favourite friend. 

 

Rémi Regnard 
 

 



CM2 : Integrated and Wednesday programmes

This year the CM2 classes were lucky to spend a day in London. They took the Eurostar early 
morning, spending the morning at the Science Museum, followed by the amazing performance of 

 in class ), in the afternoon. They then hurried back to St Pancreas 
station, returning to Paris late evening. It was a wonderful experience, exhausting, but well 
worth it ! 
 

 
 
 t show I have ever seen ! 10/10 

The horses were made of wood and were controlled by three people. There was an interesting 

decor: it was beautiful ! The lighting was bright and impressive with a lot of excitement.  The 

best London trip ever!!                    

 

Show”. Then we ate our lunch. 

great !  “                  

 

“ In the theatre the atmosphere was excitement ! I was dissappointed, because it was not really 

the same story as the book. It was the first time I had been to London. 

It was a very tiring, but amazing day ! “          

 
 

In connection to our work on ‘Wa
World War, through the book and other texts. We also looked how artists depicted the scenes 
of warfare. In particular we discussed the works of Paul Nash, an English war artist. Below are 
some of their comments.  

 

Why did the artist use these colours ? 
I think that Paul Nash has used these colours because they are cold, not very flash. He wanted 

to express the misery, abandon and horror of the war. 

I would describe the landscape in the first painting all flat like a straight line. But in the three 

other paintings the landscape is very high like mountains. 

I think that the artist wanted to show what happened in the war, all the bad things we did but 

without too much violence. He wanted to show what happens when we make a war. He painted all 

the misery of our countries.  

especially the Germans and we destroyed these beautiful countries and that makes me cry.   
                                                                                 Written by Elisabeth Suret, CM2 Wed. 

 

The painting is an explosive battlefield under a heavy bombardment 

In the sky , there are large clouds of yellow and grey colors of smoke 

 

It gives you the sensation of hearing the explosions. 

I prefer this painting because it reveals the middle of the war . It describes this moment like an 

atomic moment, like the end of the world . The soldiers on the picture seem like people who gave 

 
                                                                                      Written by Toma Vilcu, CM2 int. 



The landscape is destroyed by war, it is sad and there are a lot of bomb explosions. There are 

not a lot of lives and activities. 

The artist is trying to express sadness, loneliness and how scary it would be at war in this 

landscape. Every

feels inhuman. There is no hero in this war. 

When I see those paintings, I feel sad for the nature and not happy because soldiers destroyed 

those landscapes. The trees are devastated, there is mud everywhere and the roads are 

exploded.               
 

My favourite painting is "We are making a new world" because I like the way of representing the 

sun rising over the old world demolished by war. It is really colourful and the red mountains with 

the white sun dominating the green mud and old dead trees painted black, some of them are 

uprooted and I think that the sun is representing the new life of the world. 
       Written by Benoit Vignon, CM2 Int. 

 

 I think he used these colours because when he painted it, he used black and black is the colour 

of death. He used red and yellow to represent life because red and yellow are the colours of life. 

Blood is red and the sun is yellow for example. 

When I look at these paintings I feel: shivers in my back and death. I feel sad for these people 

who are in the middle of explosions, steam and destruction...        
                                                                      Lebrun, CM2 Int 
                                                                                                                                

Paul Nash describes the landscape as demolished, burned, unliveable, empty and totally broken.  

Paul Nash tries to tell the viewer that it was a horrible place to be and it was a nightmare to be 

in the war as you can see all the demolition.   

demolished. It shows a battlefield after the battle: the mud, the broken trees, bits of shells 

and some bricks from exploded houses. We can see some soldiers that seem to be lost in the 

enormous devastated battlefield. The grey clouds show the disaster and the rays of light show a 

bit of calm.  

 When I look at this painting, I feel sadness and emptiness to see all this disaster.  
                                                                     

I think the painter has used those colours because it is the war and the war is sad. When we 

draw a painting about the war we don't even want to put any colours because the war kills people 

that we liked maybe or some we don't like,that means the painter doesn't really want to put 
bright colours,he wants to put dark colours,or maybe no colours at all and leave it white !  

I would describe the landscape like dead,it is not very alive, the trees don't even have 

branches,they just stand there and I think they don't like when it's the war, like us, they are 

also allowed to live ! The trees can't live during the war, it's like us, but they are plants. The 

paintings are very dark, lots of bombs but no one lays dead on the floor. The artist is trying to 

say something, he is trying to say that war is not good and that we shouldn't do wars , it is sad! 
When I look at these paintings, I want to cry, really the war is sad.  

   

-holes 

filled up with rain. Shattered trees in front of us as if to say : « look what you have done to 

nature! ». We have a view of the sun high in the sky above us with its beams of light shining down 

through earth coloured clouds. It has become a dark desert with mounds of ear

battles, his paintings show wastelands with little sign of life, just few figures in shadows or dark 

shapes. The viewer sees no people or animals screaming in pain but mainly devastated nature, the 



      

 

Two of the books studied this year, ‘ , took place 
 

  

 

Where is Big Ben ? The Big Ben is located in the borough of Westminster, 

London, England. 

  
-faced clocks, is also one of Londo

most famous landmarks. The name refers to the hour bell, given in honour of Sir Benjamin Hall, the 

commissioner of works when the bell was installed in 1856. 
 

 

 
 
MAMIE’

She is gentle
She is small
She  wears smart clothing,
Glasses for reading,
And likes travelling.
To Cuba !
To India !
To California !
Wrinkled skin,normal when we’re agin’ !
Her hair is blonde with brown layers,
And she is as pretty as bellflowers.
She has beautiful brown eyes, which 
makes me realise,
I have the best grandma in the world !
          By Emma Vais.  CM2, Wed.

“My Grandparents “

My grandparents are:
Old,
Wrinkled,
Tired,
Shaking
and Bent.

Grandma is:
Gentle,
Fragile,
Nice
and Caring.
She is also:
Generous
and Determined.

Grandpa is :
Serious,
Joyful,
Funny
and Friendly.
He is also:
Forgiving
and Thoughtful.

By Celine Remy, CM2, 
Wed.

‘My Grandmother’

She is nice
She is funny
She has jokes for all.
Here is one of them:

“knock, knock
Who’s there?
Boo
Boo hoo
Why are you crying ?”

I really like her
Because we can watch a lot of TV
And she gives us gifts
And most of all
Because she loves me 
And I love her !

By Liam Donaghy.   CM2, Wed.

“Granny”

My granny lives near D.C.
Her hair is black, but not her cat.
My granny is gentle and nice
But doesn’t eat mice !

She is American
And has the same name as a 
president.
It starts with a ‘k’ and ends with a 
‘y’.
Can you guess ?

My granny loves Tango
And grows tomatoes.
My granny likes painting
And I really like her.

By Nolan Sayag,CM2, Wed.



 

 
Take - 150g of coats 

           100g of scarves 

            and breath in some Christmas atmosphere. 

- a little pinch of coniferous needles 

           and 300g of very frozen icicles, with fresh, flooded mud. 

Pour – 1lt of hot chocolate with 250g of christmas pudding. 

Mix – all the ingredients in a big bowl, with 8 ice cubes 

Stir – everything very quickly. 

Bake – all in a gigantic mould in the oven for 1 hour, at 150°C 

– the cake with little berries  

                  and powder with some sweet, cold snow. 

           You have made Winter !!   

 
Written by Mayeul Godinot   CM2,Int 

 

 

 

Short Story :   “Imagine you have just stepped out of the back of a wardrobe you 

a another magical world.  

see what it was. Suddenly I heard a noise under my feet. “Oh,” I said, it was snowing, but it 

 

I saw the judge of all the candies, it was a big chocolate candy with lots of smaller candies on 

Land ! ........             
 

 
 

“Do children need playtime in school ?” 
Once the class had discussed the advantages and disadvantages they wrote a report to express 

the two sides.   CM2, Wed.  
 

FOR:  

Children in school need to exercise after two hours writing, reading and thinking in the same 

boring 

need to enjoy this precious time to have fun with friends. Children also learn things, by chatting 

 socialise to make friends. 

AGAINST: 

Children also need time to work. It is sometimes too cold so children are freezing outside. 

Children are not always friendly, they can get into fights at playtime and then comes the trouble. 

Even if the playground looks 

games. In the Summer it can get very hot and children get sunburnt.  

  

“ I personally think that children have a desperate need for playtime.” 

 

 


